
“REACTIVE PUBLIC SPACES / MAPPING & MIXED REALITY”  by LearningCity, project of 
urban social innovation and enabling technologies, is the action that acts on urban collective public 
spaces, such as places to reactivate and give new meaning to the city inclusive with sustainable and 
resilient scenarios.

It is based on the idea that every public space, beyond the quality of the physical form, must find again 
possible shared visions in the size of its usability, accessibility and sensitivity; the landscapes, its 
different daily scenes in the use, in relations with the people. Public spaces are the “promise” to the city, 
the care of the citizens. They are the gauge by which "you live democracy" in the cities, they are the real 
and virtual framework of possible and traceable visions. They have always been a place of temporary 
structures in their use, but must aspire to stable environmental and social quality and able to co-design 
and co-produce levels of welfare and safety for those who inhabit there, go through them, live them.

In the VideoDoc, shot in three collective spaces of the city of Reggio Calabria (in the north, St. 
Catherineʼs square, in the center, at the seafront Falcomatà and in the south at Pace square) the space 
is lived by different people in different ways, and in particular by his "proximity", his vision S.L.A._”sul 
livello dellʼanima”_on the soul level - corresponds to the look with which the possibilities of space are 
perceived, feelings of dwelling, the landscapes that describe it. "Where I live, who I meet, what I can 
see ..." becomes the extent to which each space finds himself on soul line and every vision resizes his 
gaze.

The film work is integrated to the communication of mixed reality, told and be experienced in mapping 
station that brings the physical and relational information tracked with QRCode, but also personally 
testable new visions through the virtual experience along the tracked urban landscapes with a panorama 
video 360°.
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URBAN MAKERS 
A. R. Palermiti, D. Emo, D. Borruto [VIDEO&PHOTO] 
Andrea Procopio, Veronica Bruzzaniti [DIGITAL DESIGN] 
Giuseppe Mangano [MAPPING] 

TACTICS BY PENSANDO MERIDIANO 
“REACTIVE PUBLIC SPACES / MAPPING & MIXED REALITY” in 
collaboration with ETT solutions 

VIDEODOC 
Consuelo Nava [STORY AND DIRECTION] 
A. R. Palermiti, D. Emo, D. Borruto [SHOOTING AND EDITING] 
Fabrizio M. Barbuto [PERFORMANCE] 
Francesco “Marvin” Procopio [MUSICS] 

--more info: www.pensandomeridiano.com/learningcity 

http://www.pensandomeridiano.com/learningcity



